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Abstract
Bangla is a low-resource, highly agglu-
tinative language. Thus it is challeng-
ing to facilitate an effective search over
Bangla documents. We have created a
gold standard dataset containing query
document relevance pairs for evaluation
purposes. We utilise Named Entities to im-
prove the retrieval effectiveness of tradi-
tional Bangla search algorithms. We sug-
gest a reasonable starting model for lever-
aging implicit preference feedback based
on the user search behaviour to enhance
the results retrieved by the Explicit Seman-
tic Analysis (ESA) approach. We use con-
textual sentence embeddings obtained via
Language-agnostic BERT Sentence Embed-
ding (LaBSE) to rerank the candidate doc-
uments retrieved by the traditional search
algorithms (tf-idf) based on the top sen-
tences that are most relevant to the query.
This paper presents our empirical findings
across these directions and critically anal-
yses the results.

1 Introduction
Owing to India’s multilingual diversity, it is
important to ensure that a wide gamut of
people from diverse backgrounds are able
to access the web without any language
barrier. Bengali alternatively known as
Bangla, has 300 million speakers globally
and has witnessed the fastest growth among
the other Indic languages in terms of inter-
net usage (KPMG, 2017). Hence there is
a pressing need to develop tools that facil-
itate semantic search over Bangla text doc-
uments. Previously, efforts have been put
into creating Bangla Search engines. For ex-
ample, Anwesan1 was built to search over
Rabindra Rachanabali collection2 (Das et al.,

1http://anwesan.iitkgp.ernet.in/
2https://rabindra-rachanabali.nltr.org/

2012). Sandhan3 is a monolingual domain-
specific search engine limited to tourism and
health domains in nine Indian languages:
Bangla, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Pun-
jabi, Odiya, Gujarati and Assamese. It is
based on the Bag of Words model and focuses
more on improving recall than precision (Priy-
atam et al., 2012). Hence the top results
are not always relevant for the query. Pipi-
lika4, launched on April 13, 2013, is designed
for the residents of Bangladesh. It crawls
data from Bangla News, Bangla Blogs and
Bangla Wikipedia. However, Anwesan and
Pipilika5 are not presently accessible for ex-
ploration. This paper reports follow-up work
based on (Das et al., 2022) recent work, which
introduced an exploration toward building
অে ষা (Anwesha), a prototype for a search
engine in Bangla. Anwesha demonstrated
promise in addressing the existing search
engines’ shortcomings and advanced the re-
search done in the information retrieval (IR)
space for the Bangla language. Anwesha
incorporated the use of diverse knowledge
sources like IndoWordNet6 (Bhattacharyya,
2010), statistical co-occurrences (by way
of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deer-
wester et al., 1990)) and external knowl-
edge sources like Wikipedia (by way of Ex-
plicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007)) for facilitating ef-
fective retrieval, opening gateways to fur-
ther improvements in the search quality re-
sults. The authors have released a Gold
Standard dataset7 containing 94 query doc-

3http://sandhan.tdil-dc.gov.in/Search
4https://pipilika.com/
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pipilika
6The official website and the web interface

of IndoWordNet: https://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/
indowordnet/

7https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6583149
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ument relevance pairs over a test collection
of 1182 documents. The collection contains
182 short stories, novels and essays written
by Rabindranath Tagore8 and 1000 newspa-
per articles published in 2013 crawled from
the daily newspaper of Bangladesh Prothom
Alo9. Every query was designed to belong to
one of the four different complexity levels, as
shown in Table 1. By designing queries of
different complexity levels, the effectiveness
of Anwesha as the queries become more diffi-
cult to resolve could be studied. An approach
like tf-idf works best on precise queries that
directly match the content of the relevant
documents (complexity level 1). For queries
which were not precise, query expansion tech-
niques using IndoWordnet helped make a lexi-
cal search like tf-idf perform effectively (com-
plexity level 2). LSA performs well when the
query and the retrieved relevant documents
do not share many words in common; instead,
they share a common theme (complexity lev-
els 3 and 4). ESA performs well when the
queries require external background knowl-
edge for their intent resolution (complexity
level 4). The queries created with different
complexity levels demonstrated that there is
no silver bullet which works the best across
all types of queries. Each of the top ten docu-
ments retrieved by their search algorithm was
assigned a score of 1 if irrelevant, 2 if par-
tially relevant, and 3 if completely relevant
by at least five Bangla users. Further, Anwe-
sha explains the search results by highlighting
words from the documents LSA or ESA reckon
to be semantically related to the query.
In its present form, Anwesha has been eval-
uated on a small set of queries. The lack
of handling of multi-word expressions has
adversely affected Anwesha’s performance in
several cases, especially in complexity level
1 query. It does not use the implicit feed-
back the user provides via click preferences to
improve the retrieval effectiveness. For best
results, users are restricted by the choice of
words that exactly match the contents of rele-
vant documents. Any change in word order in
the query can potentially lead to contrasting
results, which are not captured in Anwesha.

8https://rabindra-rachanabali.nltr.org/
9https://www.prothomalo.com/

This paper presents four directions to address
the current limitations of Anwesha. First, we
expand the Gold Standard dataset by creat-
ing an additional 100 query document rele-
vance pairs over a new test collection10 of
1000 documents for a more exhaustive eval-
uation and better analysis. Second, we iden-
tify the technical terms and named entities in
the documents and queries apart from consid-
ering only uni-gram word tokens as was done
previously. Third, we introduce a novel ap-
proach to improve the effectiveness of the IR
system by incorporating implicit preference
feedback via clickthrough data in an ESA set-
ting. Lastly, we present the usage of con-
textual vector representations of documents
and query using Language-agnostic BERT Sen-
tence Embedding (LaBSE) (Feng et al., 2020)
to rerank the documents based on the best sen-
tences from the document that are relevant to
the query. We believe that our approaches
can be adapted for other low-resource, highly
inflected and agglutinative languages similar
to Bangla, such as Assamese, Maithili, Oriya
and Manipuri (Ray et al., 1966).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we position our approaches in
the context of background work and relevant
research. Section 3 describes the implemen-
tation details of our approaches. Section 4
presents a critical analysis of our empirical
findings and observations. Section 5 summa-
rizes our key contributions and discusses po-
tential extensions of the work.
2 Background and Literature Survey
This section discusses the concepts that will
be used in the rest of the paper.
2.1 Multiword Expressions (MWEs)
MWEs are frequently repeating idiosyncratic
phrasal units exhibiting varying degree of se-
mantic compositionality (Chakraborty et al.,
2014) (Dandapat et al., 2006). Identifying
MWEs is known to play an important role
in understanding natural language queries
which in turn helps in improving the re-
trieval effectiveness (Acosta et al., 2011). In
the present work, we focus on extracting
only the Named Entities (NEs) like names
of people (রবী নাথ ঠাকুর (EN: Rabindranath

10https://zenodo.org/record/7376906
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Query Type Complexity Level
The query contains exact words, phrases or sentence from the document. 1
The query is not present as it is in the document. There is a slight deviation. 2

The query is a generalised phrase capturing the overall story or the document’s theme. 3
It is a general query not related to any specific document. 4

Table 1: Definition of the complexity level of a query
Thakur)), names of locations (েপাটর্ ে য়ার (EN:
Port Blair)), names of organisations (নািসরাবাদ
পিলেটকিনক ইনি িটউট (EN: Nasirabad Poly-
technic Institute)) etc.
In order to detect a multiword NE token in
a document or query we used IndicNER (Ar-
nav Mhaske, 2022). IndicNER11 was trained
on the largest publicly available NE Anno-
tated dataset for Indic languages (961679
training instances in the case of Bangla) while
the one devised by Sagor Sarker (Sarker,
2021) was trained on a smaller dataset
(64155 sentences).
2.2 Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)
ESA exploits knowledge of Wikipedia. Terms
and documents are expressed in terms of un-
derlying interpretable concepts, where each
concept corresponds to a Wikipedia arti-
cle name. There is an overlap between
the concepts shared by similar query terms.
For example, the query terms “কয্া ার” (EN:
cancer) and “কািসর্েনামা” (EN: carcinoma)
share িলউেকািময়া (EN: Leukemia), বােয়াপিস
(EN: biopsy), সািভর্কাল (EN: cervical) and
ময্ািলগনয্া (EN: malignant) as top concepts.
This helps in retrieving relevant documents
even when they do not contain the query
terms.
2.3 Implicit Preference Feedback
When the information needed is tacit, and the
user cannot express her intent, we often do
not expect the user to reformulate the query
from scratch on search failure. Further, di-
verse intents can give rise to the same query.
Such challenges make it difficult to arrive at
an appropriate query representation in the
concept space of ESA. However, it becomes
easy to implicitly refine the query by unobtru-
sively studying the user’s preference of docu-
ments to a query by assessing their interac-
tion with the IR system. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable to engage in implicit iterative query

11https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/IndicNER

refinement by analyzing the documents se-
lected by the user. The implicit preference
feedback system assumes that clicking on a
document and viewing it indicates the user’s
interest in the document’s contents (White
et al., 2002). Viewing some documents may
lead users to refine their understanding of
the information they seek and help disam-
biguate their search requirements (Manning
et al., 2008). Explicit feedback can be substi-
tuted with implicit feedback in web-based IR,
and such feedback represents the user prefer-
ences reasonably accurately (Joachims et al.,
2005).
2.4 Usage of Language Models for

low-resource IR
Queries written in natural language enable
better search results when the system can
take into account the order of the words in
the sentences. Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentations from Transformers (BERT) (De-
vlin et al., 2018) is a state-of-the-art ap-
proach to produce contextual embeddings
that have outperformed previously existing
methods likeWord2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013),
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018) and ULMFiT (Howard and
Ruder, 2018) in tasks like question answer-
ing, sentence pairs similarity, sentence pair
completion, named entity recognition, en-
tailment classification, sentiment classifica-
tion and several others because of its unsu-
pervised and deeply bidirectional approach.
Search engines like Google (Nayak, 2019) and
Bing (Zhu, 2019) have been using BERT to
understand the context of the query intent
better and allow users to ask questions in a
way humans ask experts. However, for low-
resource languages like Bangla, where limited
data is available, traditional vector space ap-
proaches like tf-idf or BM2512 are preferred as
these algorithms are computationally less in-
tensive and do not require additional training

12https://kmwllc.com/index.php/2020/03/20/
understanding-tf-idf-and-bm-25/
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data (Lin, 2019). Therefore, to benefit from
the best of both worlds, we utilise BERT, as
illustrated in Section 2.5, as a re-ranker over
the top documents retrieved by the tf-idf vec-
tor space approach.
2.5 Ad Hoc document retrieval with

BIRCH
As per a study (Qiao et al., 2019), MS
MARCO13 passage ranking is closer to
the seq2seq task because of its question-
answering focus and so pre-trained contextual
models like BERT can perform well on them.
But for TREC-style ad-hoc document retrieval
tasks, we need to fine-tune on user clicks, and
the surrounding context is not enough. Fur-
ther, BERT was not trained with an objective
to perform inference on long documents. A
simple solution presented by the authors of
BIRCH (Akkalyoncu Yilmaz et al., 2019) is to
perform sentence-level inference on a candi-
date document and pick the best sentences
(in practice three most relevant sentences) or
paragraph in a document which will act as
an appropriate proxy for document relevance.
This approach, in one way, is a form of pas-
sage retrieval, where BERT has already been
studied to perform well. The final score of a
document to a query is as follows:

Sf = a · Sdoc + (1− a) · Σn
i=1wi · Si (1)

Sf is the final document score obtained using
the BIRCH approach, Sdoc is the original doc-
ument score as per a traditional retrieval al-
gorithm like BM25 or tf-idf, Si is the ith best
sentence identified by BERT, a and wi’s are
hyperparameters, tuned as per the parameters
that gave the highest average precision (AP)
score on the training folds.
2.6 Sentence Embeddings using LaBSE
A commonly used approach to obtain a sen-
tence embedding from a BERT Base model is
to average the BERT output layer (768 dimen-
sions) or use the output of the [CLS] token
from the last transformer block. However,
these standard approaches often produce sen-
tence embeddings, that are even worse than
those obtained by averaging GloVe embed-
dings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). To
obtain good sentence embeddings, we need
to fine-tune the BERT output. IndicBERT
produces multilingual word embeddings for

13https://microsoft.github.io/msmarco/

12 Indian languages (including Bangla) (Kak-
wani et al., 2020). LaBSE is a BERT multilin-
gual embedding model developed by Google
that generates cross-lingual sentence embed-
dings for 109 languages (including Bangla).
It is trained on 17 billion monolingual sen-
tences and 6 billion bilingual sentence transla-
tion pairs using Masked Language Modelling
(MLM) and Translation Language Modelling
(TLM) pre-training. The empirical benefits
in terms of its effectiveness in diverse tasks
including retrieval are analysed in (Feng
et al., 2020). The sentence embeddings are
obtained using l2 normalized [CLS] token rep-
resentations from the last transformer block.
3 Proposed Methodology
3.1 Identifying NEs in MWEs
We quantitatively analyzed the NEs detected
by (Arnav Mhaske, 2022) and (Sarker, 2021)
on two NE recognition datasets ( (Karim et al.,
2019) and (Pan et al., 2017)). We observed
that the NEs detected by the latter were a sub-
set of the NEs detected by IndicNER. Hence,
to obtain the multiword NE tokens in a docu-
ment or query, we used IndicNER.
3.2 Implicit Preference Feedback

Strategy
The algorithm for implicit preference feed-
back with ESA is as follows:
• Step 1: The user issues a query.
• Step 2: The system returns the top re-
trieved documents based on the cosine
similarity between the vector representa-
tion of the document and the query in the
concept space.
• Step 3: The user clicks and views some of
the retrieved documents.
• Step 4: The system promotes and demotes
the top concepts of the query present in
the documents visited by the user and
documents viewed by the user but not vis-
ited, respectively. The weights for the
top concepts of the query, which were
common to both the highly preferred and
less preferred documents, remain unaf-
fected.
• Step 5: The system displays a revised set
of retrieved results.
• Step 6: Repeat steps 3,4,5 until the user
views no new interesting documents.
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Implicit feedback inference can be made only
on the documents the user has observed and
assessed. A simple strategy studied in (Radlin-
ski and Joachims, 2005) is adopted to deter-
mine the documents observed by a user. As
per the study, a user generally follows the re-
sults from top to bottom and mostly observes
the results from the document at rank one
to the document below the one clicked and
viewed by the user. A user at least looks
at the top two results with equal attention.
However, the user is more likely to click on
the first result. So if a user only visits the
first document presented in the retrieved re-
sult, it was assumed that the user had assessed
only the first and second documents in the top
retrieved documents. Hence the weight up-
dates in the query’s concept vector represen-
tation were made for the top two retrieved
documents. For two documents, both visited,
the document visited later should be given a
higher preference (Joachims et al., 2005).

Figure 1: Top 10 retrieved results with implicit
preference feedback after every iteration.

In Figure 1, we present the top retrieved
results after every iteration of query re-
finement using the implicit preference
feedback from the user for the query
“বকখািল-ে জারগেন্জর ইিতহাস ও মেণর
অিভজ্ঞতা”/bakakhāli-phrejāraganjera itihāsa
ō bhramaṇera abhijñatā (EN: History and
Travel Experience of Bakkhali-Fraserganj).
We can observe that with every iteration, the
vector representation of the query gets closer
to the relevant documents in the concept
space of ESA; as a result, the number of rel-
evant documents in the top ranks increases.

Some of the less preferred documents occupy
lower ranks in the top results, while many of
them disappear from the retrieved list.
3.3 Application of BERT (LaBSE) for

document retrieval using BIRCH
IndicBert was trained on MLM task with a
word-level objective using a cross-entropy
loss function. In contrast, LaBSE was trained
on MLM and TLM tasks with a sentence-level
objective using additive margin softmax as a
contrastive loss function. Since a dual en-
coder model is trained using a translation
ranking loss, the similarity or dissimilarity
of sentences in a shared embedding space is
more adequately captured by LaBSE than In-
dicBERT, which uses a single BERT model.
Thus, LaBSE can better discriminate amongst
the most similar sentences. This was also con-
firmed through our empirical findings. There-
fore we have used LaBSE to obtain the sen-
tence embeddings in the BIRCH approach.
We find an initial pool of top 150 candidate
documents using the tf-idf approach. We used
LaBSE to find the best three sentences that re-
solve the query in every candidate document.
We used a convex combination (as in Equa-
tion (1)) of the LaBSE inference scores with
retrieved scores from tf-idf to obtain the fi-
nal document scores. In the original work,
the optimal values for a and wi’s in Equa-
tion (1) were obtained by fine-tuning using
an exhaustive grid search approach. Since
we do not have enough data to fine-tune
the hyperparameters, we give equal impor-
tance to the keyword-based approach (query-
document cosine similarity based on tf-idf ap-
proach) and to the aggregated sentence level
evidence obtained through LaBSE. In the ab-
sence of a large amount of training data, we
use ESA scores as surrogates to guide the se-
lection of wi values since ESA scores are ex-
pected to correspond to a human assessment
of similarities based on familiar background
concepts. Interestingly, as highlighted in Sec-
tion 4.4, this has been empirically found to
consistently improve retrieval effectiveness
compared to a scheme where the top three
sentences are weighed equally. Hence wi =
cosine similarity score of the query and sen-
tence Si for a candidate document dj in the
concept space defined by ESA. All embed-
dings for sentences in documents are avail-
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able as part of pre-computation. Only query
embeddings are created at runtime. Such a
standard approach boosts time efficiency of
retrieval14.
4 Results and Analyses
4.1 Gold Standard Dataset Preparation
The Gold Standard dataset created by (Das
et al., 2022) contained documents from the
prominent dialect variations in Bangla: Sadhu
Bhasa15 and Chalit Bhasa16. In view of con-
tributing to the linguistic diversity of the exist-
ing test collection, we curated a fresh dataset
of 1000 text documents which consists of
642 documents for West Bengal Bangla news
readers of Ebela, Zee News and Anandabazar
Patrika (Kunchukuttan et al., 2020). One
hundred twenty-eight news articles belong to
the Entertainment, International and National
category, while 129 news articles belong to
the Kolkata and sports category. One hundred
forty-five articles on the health-specific do-
main were obtained from Vikaspedia17, an on-
line information guide launched by the Gov-
ernment of India. The remaining 213 articles
were based on the travel domain and were
crawled from various Bangla travel blogs. We
designed 100 queries each belonging to one
of the four complexity levels in Table 1. We
obtained graded relevance feedback from at
least five Bangla annotators on the top ten
documents retrieved by our search algorithms
for a given query. A document was rated 1
if irrelevant, 2 if partially or reasonably rel-
evant, and 3 if completely relevant to the
query. The final relevance of a document to
a query is the mean of the user’s relevance
scores. Table 2 presents the statistics of the
documents in our test collection.
4.2 MWE Evaluation with NEs
We take twenty queries each belonging to
one of the four complexity levels (Table 1)
from the dataset in (Das et al., 2022) and
our Gold Standard dataset to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of grouping NE tokens with re-
spect to mean normalized discounted cum-

14https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers/issues/876#issuecomment-514948425

15https://en.banglapedia.org/index.php/
Sadhu_Bhasa

16https://en.banglapedia.org/index.php/
Chalita_Bhasa

17https://bn.vikaspedia.in/

mulative gain (nDCG) and mean average pre-
cision (MAP). We present our results in Ta-
ble 3. Using NE-enabled search has boosted
the retrieval performance on both datasets
i.e., (Das et al., 2022) and our dataset.
Earlier, for the queries like “বাংলােদশ
ইনি িটউট অব বয্াংক ময্ােনজেম ”(EN:
Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management),
the documents with a high presence of the in-
dividual tokens “বাংলােদশ” (EN: Bangladesh),
“ইনি িটউট” (EN: Institute), “অব” (EN: of),
“বয্াংক” (EN: Bank) and “ময্ােনজেম ” (EN:
Management) were prioritised over docu-
ments having the query words as a single
unit. A query may not precisely contain
the named entities as it is present in the
relevant documents. So we indexed both
the uni-gram tokens and the multiword NE
tokens. The revised tokens formed for the
example query are: “বাংলােদশ ইনি িটউট
অব বয্াংক ময্ােনজেম ” (EN: Bangladesh In-
stitute of Bank Management), “বাংলােদশ”
(EN: Bangladesh), “ইনি িটউট” (EN: Insti-
tute), “অব” (EN: of), “বয্াংক” (EN: Bank) and
“ময্ােনজেম ” (EN: Management).
4.3 Implicit Preference Feedback Results
To fully utilise the benefit of ESA, it is nec-
essary that the concepts chosen are repre-
sentative of the underlying text semantics.
Since Bangla is a resource-constrained lan-
guage, we could not find enough relevant con-
cepts about health and travel from Wikipedia
alone. We supplemented this gap with arti-
cles from reliable sources like Vikaspedia and
various travel blogs. We represented the com-
plete test collection using 9349 articles. Due
to the absence of articles related to the liter-
ary works of Rabindranath Tagore, we have
not used ESA on the 182 documents from Ra-
bindranath Tagore’s work.
We present the performance of Implicit pref-
erence feedback on 40 queries in Figure 2.
We observed that implicit feedback on the ini-
tial results for queries from complexity lev-
els 1 and 2 did not generate any interest-
ing document in the revised result set. We
expected this behaviour as the queries were
clear and precise in intent and did not require
any refinement in its vector representation.
On the average, queries from complexity lev-
els 3 and 4 produced improved results after
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Parameters Entire Test Collection Entertainment Health International Kolkata National Sports Travel
Tokens (words) 433553 34629 91084 29506 25182 30699 31005 191444
Types (unique words) 53831 9707 14650 9436 7671 8927 8599 22622
Sentences 34553 3644 6439 2879 2814 2730 3214 12833
Average number of sentences per document 34.553 28.468 44.715 22.492 21.813 21.328 24.914 59.967
Average number of tokens per sentence 12.547 9.503 14.145 10.248 8.948 11.245 9.648 14.918
Average number of tokens per document 433.553 270.539 632.527 230.515 195.209 239.835 240.379 894.598

Table 2: Statistics of our Gold Standard Dataset
Dataset Model Mean nDCG@10 MAP@10 Mean Precision@10

(Das et al., 2022) tf-idf 0.741 0.453 0.62
tf-idf + NE tokens 0.842 0.519 0.66

Ours tf-idf 0.76 0.57 0.37
tf-idf + NE tokens 0.92 0.8 0.49

Table 3: Performance of Anwesha across different query complexity levels containing NEs.
1 and 2.3 iterations of query refinement us-
ing implicit preference feedback. Complex-
ity level 4 queries required at most three it-
erations of query refinement. These queries
were not a precise articulation of query intent.
Hence, the query was initially not well repre-
sented in the concept space. After the user im-
plicitly provided the IR system with the click-
through information, the concept representa-
tion of the query improved.

Figure 2: Results of Implicit Preference Feedback
across different query complexity levels measured
using mean nDCG and MAP @K=10.

4.4 Evaluation of LaBSE reranker using
BIRCH approach

We present the results of applying LaBSE to
document retrieval using the BIRCH approach
in Table 4. We have studied the effect of
LaBSE reranker on candidate documents re-
trieved by the tf-idf vector space algorithm
with uniform weights (w1 = w2 = w3 = 1)
and weights set to cosine similarity score of
the best sentences with the query in the con-
cept space of ESA. Interestingly, we observe
ESA weighted sentence scores perform the
best. We present the top two documents re-
trieved using BIRCH in Figure 4 and the most
relevant sentences related to the query “যমনুা
নদীর দিক্ষেণ স ম আ যর্য্”/ yamunā nadīra
dakṣiṇe saptama āścaryya (EN: Seventh won-
der to the south of Yamuna river). The query
contains geospatial details that LaBSE could
capture. So it picked the sentences from the
documents related to the Taj Mahal with such
information. The same query was issued in
Sandhan (as of: 1-Oct-2022) with the intent
to seek documents related to the “Taj Mahal”;
the top 10 documents retrieved by Sandhan
are not in line with the goal. Due to the Bag
of words nature of Sandhan, the documents
that contain a high presence of the individ-
ual terms “দিক্ষণ”/ dakṣiṇa(EN: south), “নদী”/
nadī(EN: river) and “যমনুা”/ yamunā(EN: Ya-
muna) are deemed to be given higher prefer-
ence. The semantic relationships among the
query words are not captured.
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the revised
user interface of Anwesha where the user
can choose one of the six options (tf-idf, In-
doWordNet based query expansion, LSA, ESA,
LaBSE reranker on tf-idf with uniform sen-
tence weights and LaBSE reranker on tf-idf
with sentence weighted by ESA scores) for re-
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Domain Model Mean nDCG@10 MAP@10 Mean precision@10
tf-idf 0.811 0.69 0.535
ESA 0.824 0.716 0.56

LaBSE reranker on tf-idf 0.908 0.82 0.635Travel
LaBSE reranker on tf-idf
weighted by ESA scores 0.952 0.889 0.69

tf-idf 0.772 0.621 0.38
ESA 0.826 0.704 0.4

LaBSE reranker on tf-idf 0.878 0.777 0.46Health
LaBSE reranker on tf-idf
weighted by ESA scores 0.912 0.825 0.47

Table 4: Performance of LaBSE as a reranker on tf-idf retrieved candidate documents.

Figure 3: Revised user interface of Anwesha and explanation of search results by highlighting keywords
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Figure 4: Best three sentences (S1, S2, S3) consid-
ered relevant by LaBSE in the top two retrieved
documents ranked by the BIRCH approach. The
words in a sentence deemed relevant to the query
intent resolution by ESA are highlighted by the
system.
trieval. The user can disable sending implicit
feedback to the IR system, apply lemmatisa-
tion and NE based search. Anwesha receives
the query “এইচ এস িস পরীক্ষা সল”/ ēica ēsa
si parīkṣā sala(EN: HSC Exam Year) and per-
forms spelling correction on the query word
সল/ sala → সাল/ sāla. The search results
are explained by highlighting the words rele-
vant to the query in a top retrieved document.
Such explanations are useful for techniques
like LSA and ESA where the documents not
having the query words are retrieved.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have enabled NE-based search to obtain
single-unit NE tokens. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first effort that delivers
personalized results from diverse background
knowledge sources via the clickthrough infor-
mation of the user. We are also not aware of
the past work that applies BERT models and
it’s advancement on Bangla IR. We have ex-
tended the previously existing Gold standard
dataset for diverse evaluation of search results
and used this to systematically study the im-
provement of Anwesha while addressing its
current limitations. Our technique can inspire
research in IR for other low-resource, highly
inflected languages. As part of future work,
we plan to handle different forms of MWEs
like conjunct verbs (example “অনভুব করা”/

anubhaba karā (EN: to feel)), noun-verb col-
locations (example “েখেত যাওয়া”/khete yāōẏā
(EN: go eat)), reduplicated terms (example
“েছাট েছাট”/choṭa choṭa (EN: small small)),
idiomatic compound nouns (example: “ভাই
েবান”/bhāi bona (EN: brother sister)) etc
(Chakraborty et al., 2014) (Dandapat et al.,
2006). In future, we can incorporate actions
like bookmarking, saving a document, and
time of viewing a document as other contrib-
utors to determining user preferences. ESA
is a recall-centric approach while LaBSE, as a
reranker on the tf-idf vector space approach,
is precision oriented. Studying the effect of
the ESA cosine similarity scores used as sur-
rogates to weigh the LaBSE sentence scores
will be interesting. In some cases, where the
queries were not precise, tf-idf could not in-
clude the relevant candidate documents in the
initial pool of candidates. So LaBSE could not
performwell on them, suggesting that a recall-
centric algorithm could plausibly be used to
determine the initial candidate set. Estimat-
ing the sentence-level relevance of a docu-
ment to the query is a reasonable approach
because LaBSE is trained with a sentence-level
objective, making it suitable to find the rela-
tionship between a query sentence and a sen-
tence from the document. However, in this
approach, we are losing context information.
Hence a more robust language model that
could encode the “long” documents while ef-
fectively gauging their relevance to a “short”
query would be a better alternative to our ex-
isting approach using BIRCH. In future, we
plan to conduct our experiments over a wider
range of queries. The dataset and code of our
work are present here: https://github.com/
ArupDas15/Revisiting_Anwesha.
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